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burning of a cooperative in
Edmonds, Washington, that
supplies feed to Northwest fur
farms. ALF sent a press re
lease to the Associated Press
in Portland, claiming the asu
farm was targeted for its role
in the "barbaric fur trade."l

The attack was discovered
at about 4:30 a.m. on Monday,
June 10, when a neighbor re
ported the barn fire. Police in
vestigating the attack posted
the facility off-limits to virtu
ally everyone until that eve
ning. Tuesday morning, after
hearing the news accounts
that the incident involved
damage to records, the OSU

Archives staff contacted the manager of the mink
research facility and offered assistance in records
recovery. The manager was advised as to what to
do immediately, and the Archives staff took stock
of disaster recovery supplies on hand to determine
what would need to be purchased. By 11:00 a.m. that
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Records Recovery and Terror-

A recent disaster at Oregon State University did
not occur the day after Christmas, on a Sunday, or
even on campus. It was not the result ofa water pipe
accidentally breaking, an earthquake, or a fire. In
stead, it was caused by an act ofterrorism. Early in
the morning of Monday, June
10, members ofthe Animal lib
eration Front (ALF), a radical
animal-rights group, vandal
ized the University's mink re
search farm. A storage barn
was completely destroyed by
fire, graffiti was spray-painted
on the farm's office and labora
tory walls, research records in
the office were dumped on the
floor, and color slides were sto
len. An unidentified chemical
agent was poured on a small
amount ofrecord material, and
a nearby bathroom fixture was
broken, flooding the office and
the strewn records.

The farm, located a
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the OSU campus, in
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breeders n provides significant financial
support to the farm.
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day, five staff mem
bershad arrived at the
farm with a modest
quantity of essential
disaster recovery sup
plies and equipment.
(At the time, another
staff member was at
tending the Western
Archives Institute.
Ironically, disaster
planning and preven
tion was on the Insti
tute's agenda.)

What faced the di
ALF-damagedmaterials.Photo: saster recovery team
Mark Floyd. at the mink research

facility was not the
usual disaster situation, as we have come to think of
it in the archival and library community. The team
was faced with recovering from an act of terrorism
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that had intentionally targeted the destruction of
records as a means of shutting down a program.
Records had been removed from the protection of
vertical file cabinets and shelves, pilfered for photo
graphic images of animal research, disheveled and
disordered, and subjected to the destructive action
of chemical reagents and water.

Normal procedure for recovering material from
an accidental water and/or fire disasterhinges upon
identifying the most valuable and irreplaceable re
sources (i.e., the vital operating records), prioritiz
ing their recovery, and retaining as much ofthe sur
viving intellectual control as possible. In archives,
the intellectual control ofrecords depends upon re
taining original fIle order; in this case, original or
der had been the first and apparently premeditated
victim ofthe ALF attackers. Active research records,
focusing primarily on nutrition and breeding, were
indiscriminatelymixed in the same pile ofwet paper
with obsolete and active accounting records, corre
spondence ofvarying values, vintage photographs,
and scientific off-prints. Many ofthe fIle folders that
contained documentshad beenremoved and/or emp
tied as a consequence ofthe dumping of the fIles on
the floor. In the initial assessment of our recovery

On-site salvage operation. Photo: Mark Floyd.

strategy, some alternative recovery tacticshad to be
formulated and implemented.

As is the case with most wet-record recovery
operations, this disaster response team was en
gaged in a race with the clock to recover or stabilize
the water-soaked materials before active mold and
mildew growth commenced. The team's time was al
ready running close to the 72-hour mold growth
benchmark; the first thirty or so hours after the at
tack on the research facility, the police and fire in
spectors closed the area to center employees and the
disaster response team. Given the time limitations,
and the disorder of the records, the team decided
that all materials, except those easily and quickly
identified as common or of little value, would have
to be stabilized or salvaged as quickly as possible.

While the task of a full, or almost complete, rec
ords recovery ofthe facility seemed daunting, sever
al factors encountered at the facility were encour
aging. The farm possessed a largely empty walk-in
freezer that had not been damaged in the assault.
Another positive circumstance was that, despite the
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rampant destruction in the offices and laboratories,
enough tables and surfaces were available for work
stations. Similarly, there was adequate floor space
and room to allow the stringing of lines for air
drying documents.

While a portion of the response team began the
process of setting up fans, establishing building
wide air circulation, securing monofilament lines
for air-dryingdocuments, establishingworkstations,
and bringing to the recovery site the assembled
supplies, another part of the team began a very
rough sorting and distribution ofsalvageable mate
rials to the several workstations. In the hurried
sorting and evaluation process, scientific off-prints
from common English-language periodicals, texts,
and published reports on coated stock were initially
discarded from the materials being prepared for
salvage efforts. The recovery team was asked by the
facility director to save as many of the older and
non-American scientific off-prints as possible. The
reason for this request to save these hard-to-replace
published materials lies in the long-term policy of
the mink research facility to keep a low public
profile, and thereby attempt to avoid becoming an
obvious target of radical activists. In its effort to
maintain subdued visibility, the facility has col
lected and retained at the farm site many of the
informational resources useful to its research work.

The attempt to identify and save these publica
tions, which were printed largely on rapidly drying
coated paper stock, slowed down the pace ofsalvage.
The request to save these materials was based on
thoughtful policy decisions and was thus honored.
While some of these off-prints were too dry to re
cover or freeze (adherence had already progressed
beyond reversal or recovery), the still-wet publica
tions were salvaged by air-drying on monofilament
lines in the presence of floor fans. The light struc
tural weight ofthese off-prints made recovery much
easier than recovery ofperiodicals printed on coated
stock would have been.

Photographic materials that were water-dam
aged and torn presented some difficulties. The floor
space, table surface area, and blotter paper needed

to dry the prints, color
slides, and negatives
were rapidly exhaust
ed. Dryingthemore wa
ter-sensitive slides and
negatives became a pri
ority. This decision ne
cessitated freezing
prints or waiting to
spread them out to air
dry at a later time. De
spite some cocklingthat
resulted from keeping
prints in the wetted
state longer than de
sired, no significantloss

Holland salvages wet photo- of photographic prints
graphs. Photo: Mark Floyd. was sustained.

One ofthe most difficult problems encountered in
recovering research photographs was inadequate
identification ofresearch projects. When negatives,
slides, and prints were recovered, there was little to
set them apart from thousands of similar items.
Some negatives had identifying information writ
ten on their envelopes; however, the bulk of the
recovered photographs are currently unidentified
and potentially unidentifiable. Some ofthese mate
rials await identification and labeling by knowl
edgeable and active researchers and technicians at
the center. Simple labeling of the prints and slides
with graphite pencils, and more scrupulous mark
ing of negative envelopes, would have made recov
ery andthe subsequentidentification and classifica
tion effort much more productive and efficient.

Only minor physical losses ofphotographic mate
rials were sustained due to water. This may be due
in part to the photographic materials beingdumped
on the floor first, and thus remaining moist under a
mass ofwet paper until salvage workers could begin
meticulously separating emulsion layers of adher
ing photographic materials.

Paper records made up the bulk of the approxi
mately fifty cubic feet ofvandalized records. Among
the paper records were certain formats that were
afforded immediate and careful attention. Research
notebooks, laboratory data sheets, survey forms,
any type of original tabulations of data, and holo
graphic materials were singled out for meticulous
recovery efforts. They were separated, interleaved

Continued on page 15
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NARA Preservation Conference
Reported by Susan G. Swartzburg

The topic ofthe March 19-20, 1991 National Ar
chives and Records Administration Preservation
Conference was "The Preservation of Electronic
Records," a timely topic for librarians as well as
archivists. The conference focused on the issues and
options for the preservation of information in elec
tronic format. Don Wilson, Archivist of the United
States, noted the preservation of electronic records
is a priority for the National Archives.

NARA has established a Center for Electronic
Records to study the routine work of government
and to determine the scope ofthe preservation prob
lem. Kenneth Thibodeau, its Director, described its
role and its activities. The two primary concerns are
changing technologies and the selection of records
for preservation. The Center has identified the
major databases in use throughout the federal gov
ernment and will give priority attention to those
that must be saved because ofobsolescence ofequip
ment and the fragility of the information medium.
The goal of the Center is the preservation of the
federal record so it will be available for future gen
erations. Electronic media requires continuing pres
ervation activity.

A panel of specialists, chaired by Michael Miller,
Environmental Protection Agency, including Roger
Blais, National Archives of Canada; Carolyn Geda,
Interuniversity Consortium for Political and Social
Research; and Fynnette Eaton, NARA; presented
institutional perspectives. While the computer and
computer-generated data in electronic format are a
boon to researchers, trying to describe the life-cycle
ofsuch information, let alone attempting to preserve
it, is the challenge. The panelists described their
attempts and the media they employ.

After lunch, Mark Andrews, 3M Corporation, de
scribed the problems and potential benefits ofopti
cal storage systems. This was a positive presenta
tion, but many of the participants were skeptical.
Most of us consider optical technologies interim
media, useful for information exchange but unsuit
able for long-term storage of data.

A second panel discussion focused on the reliance
and the role of logic and standards when dealing
with developing information technologies. Earlier,
Thibodeau emphasized the importance ofstandards
as the world requires increasing communication be
tween computers. Victoria Irons Walsh, a member
ofthe Society ofAmerican Archivists' Committee on
Standards, described how standards are developed
and how participating organizations interact with
one another. Librarians and archivists must become
involved in the standards process. As Thibodeau
observed, the "archival preservation of electronic
records is a transportation function delivering in-

formation from the past to the future, using high
ways not yet dreamt of."

A Technology Forecast Conference was held at
the National Archives on the following day. This con
ference focused on developing information technolo
gies, and the opportunities and challenges they of
fer both researcher and archivist. Electronic data
can move anywhere and appear in any format. What
do we preserve? What should we preserve? On the
immediate horizon is the need for organizational
structures to acknowledge the change electronic
technology has caused in the way we work and the
recognition of how rapidly these changes occur in
the workplace.

The conferences raised a number of important
issues and answered few ofthem, but their purpose
was to bring a diverse audience together to begin
to define the scope of the problem.

(Note: A twelve-page report on the conferences
is available from Susan Swartzburg, 1050 George
Street, Apartment 4L, New Brunswick, NJ 08901.)

Records Recovery and Terrorism
Continued from page 3

when necessary, and given priority for air-drying,
either on lines or on tables. Again, because ofthe de
liberate nature of this attack, there was little sur
viving context for most of the research records re

covered. The investigators or
technicians working on the
research projects will have
to invest sustained amounts
of time sorting and correlat
ing the records. Although
little, if any, original scien
tific data maintained on pa
per at the facility was lost to
physical degradation, some
ofit will not be available for
use and analysis until it is
dried, sorted, and collated.

A large proportion offiles
Damaged photographic that were either too wet and
records.Photo:M.Floyd. heavy for convenient and
rapid air-drying, or were of undetermined value,
were prepared for freezing. Remaining file folders
were removed from around the documents, the
folder label tabs were torn from the folders and
placedwith the contents, and the units were wrapped
infreezer paper and packed inplastic milk cratesfor
quickfreezing in the center'swalk-infreezer. Heavy
card stock file folders were removed from around
documents before freezing because their continued
presence would have impeded the rapid freezing of
documents and the dehumidifying action of the

Continued on page 22
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Records Recovery and Terrorism
Continued from page 15

freezer unit on wet paper. Records without file fold
ers (i.e., without identification or context), were sep
arated into one- to two-inch segments, wrapped in
freezer paper, and placed in milk crates for freezing.

In mid-July, just one month after the attack,
some ofthe frozen documents had dried sufficiently
from the dehumidifying effects ofcold storage to be
removed from the freezer. These freeze-dried docu
ments required no further salvage work. Approxi
mately ten to twelve cubic feet of records remain
frozen in the farm's freezer unit.

When the facility has adequately recovered its
physicalplant, clerical and technical personnel with
knowledge ofthe work being conducted at the facil
ity can assist archives staffin the recovery of these
materials. Depending on the size of the record re
covery effort, either all of the remaining freezer
crates or individual crates may be unfrozen and sub
jected to careful appraisal. The important thawed
records will then be prepared for air-drying, and the
unnecessary and obsolete records will be discarded.

~ The six archives staff
members spent about
fifteen hours over three
days at the mink farm
engaged in records sal
vage. Approximately
fifty cubic feet of rec
ords, including thou
sands of photographs
and coated paper off
prints, were recovered.
This represents an es
timated eighty-five to
ninety percentofall the

Larry Landis line dries damp material that the ar
off-printa.Photo:Mark Floyd. chives staff handled.

The recovery effort was a valuable experience.
Foremost, it provided hands-on training that,could
never be replicated in a workshop setting.2 ~any

other lessons were learned as a consequence:
+Records disasters resulting from actjS ofterror

ism are significantly differentfrom those that result
from accidental causes. Acts of vandalism require
some adjustments to commonly accepted disaster
response and record salvage strategies.

+Without good security, even the best single-site
vital records program is oflittle value against van
dals. Heavy locking file cabinets, properly secured
to the floor and walls and routinely locked, would
have significantly reduced damage to the records.
Similarly, the timely duplication and storage of
research records at an alternative depository would
have negated muchofthe impact of the attack.

+When records are specifically the object ofvan
dalism, loss ofcontextandintellectual control makes
appraisal and treatment evaluation time-consum
ing and difficult. In the type ofcircumstances previ-
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ously described, one is left with a choice of two sal
vage alternatives: appraise records for value and
recovery action on a document-by-document basis
and risk extended exposure ofpaper to destructive
conditions, or stabilize masses of documents with
little individual appraisal or treatment analysis.

+When no original order remains with the rec
ords, and recovery time prior to mold and mildew
manifestation is short, heavy reliance onfreezing o:r
other mass stabilization techniques is necessary.

+When all formats and values of records are
dumped into acommonjumble, recovery team mem
bers must be well trained in salvage techniques and
in general records appraisal guidelines.

+A recovery effort for records damaged in an act
ofvandalism needs the constantpresence ofaknowl
edgeableoperationspersontogive immediate records
and data appraisal judgments.

+When salvaging records damaged by intention
al acts of terrorism, extreme caution is necessary.
After the recovery began and workers were thor
oughly wet and dirty, the possibility was recognized
that toxic chemical agents mighthave been dumped
on the records. Fortunately for salvage workers,
this speculation proved untrue. In recovering from
acts of violence engineered by radical and perhaps
unbalanced individuals,human life and safetymust
be made a priority.

+As radicalism and intolerance of ideas and re
search continue to grow, records security and de
fense will need to be a serious component ofdisaster
planning, both in prevention and in recovery.

+Records disasters do occur outside of archives
and library settings. Take the initiative to call and
offer assistance; do not wait for the affected party to
call you.

+Adetailed disaster planfocusing on the needs of
individual offices or buildings is vital. OSD's cam
pus disaster plan was written to address an "area
wide catastrophic event," and was oflittle or no use
in the mink farm recovery action. A disaster plan
addressing prevention and record recovery is a goal
ofthe Archives for 1992. .

The authors want to thank the OSU Office of
Budgets for its support in developing a records dis
aster recovery potential at the University. The
authors would also like to thank the University
Archives employees and studentworkers: Elizabeth
Nielsen, Susan D. Wheeler, Gayle Stevenson, and
Jennifer Mathany. Without their efforts, a success
ful recovery would not have been possible.

Endnotes
1"Animal-RightsActivistsBurnOSUMinkFarm,"

Oregonian, June 11, 1991, page B"LIronically, the
news release was written on an old Oregon State
University Department of Animal Science letter
head stationery.

2The authors had presented a disaster planning,
prevention, and recovery workshop just six weeks
earlier at the NorthwestArchivists annual meeting.
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